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1. Introduction

Metal halide perovskites are attractive
absorber materials for efficient solar cells.[1]

The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of
single-junction perovskite solar cells now
exceeds 25% while the PCE of crystalline
silicon/perovskite tandem solar cells has
reached over 30%.[2–4] Recently, research
efforts have focused on developing
ultralight solar cells for portable/mobile
electronics applications such as wearable
devices, robotics, and lightweight
drones.[5–9] As the active layers in thin film
electronic devices are typically less than
1 μm thick, the weight of the device before
encapsulation is largely defined by the
substrate. Therefore, the main challenge
for realizing lightweight, flexible devices
with high power-to-weight ratios is how
to reduce the substrate thickness without
compromising device performance.

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or poly-
ethylene naphthalate (PEN) films coated with a thin layer of
transparent conductive oxide (TCO)—typically indium tin oxide
(ITO)—are frequently used as the substrate for thin film devi-
ces.[6] These films, which are typically 100 μm thick, retain a use-
fully high stiffness making them relatively easy to process. In
order to maximize the power-to-weight ratio, however, even thin-
ner substrates are desirable. For example, extremely lightweight
solar cells with power-to-weight ratios of over 20W g�1 could be
realized if the substrate thickness is reduced to less than
10 μm.[10–14] As a point of reference, this is two orders of mag-
nitude higher than the conventional crystalline Si cells before
encapsulation/packaging is considered.[15] However, fabricating
solar cells on these ultrathin substrates is difficult due to their
overall fragility, poor thermal stability, and lack of mechanical
rigidity. As a result, many otherwise promising solar cell technol-
ogies are incompatible with these ultrathin plastic substrates.
Among silicon, organic heterojunction, and metal halide
perovskite solar cells, perovskite devices stand out for their
unique combination of high performance, low cost, and ease
of processing.[16]

In solar cells, the front-facing electrode must combine good
optical transparency with high electrical conductivity. An excel-
lent choice for this application is ITO, a transparent, conductive,
and durable material, that can be readily prepared in industrial
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The superior electrical conductivity and optical transparency of indium tin oxide
(ITO) make it an ideal electrode material for use in optoelectronic devices such
as solar cells. When ITO electrodes are fabricated on very thin plastic sub-
strates, however, the internal stress of the ITO layer causes the substrate to
deform, severely limiting the device’s performance. Herein, it is shown that ITO
bilayers composed of an amorphous base layer and a crystalline overlayer lead
to deformation-free ITO electrodes. It is shown that an optimized bilayer
structure is achieved when the internal stresses of the amorphous and crys-
talline layers approximately cancel. With this approach, mixed composition
metal halide perovskite solar cells with ITO electrodes are successfully fabri-
cated on 4 μm polyethylene naphthalate films. A power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of 18.2% is obtained for the reference cell design, corresponding to a
power-to-weight ratio of 24 W g�1 before encapsulation. The devices retain 95%
of the original PCE after 1000 bend cycles, while under simulated indoor
lighting (white LED, 200 lux, 5000 K) the PCE reaches 28.3%. A 3-cell module
with a designated area of 2.3 cm2 is realized with a power output of 28.1 mW
and an open-circuit voltage of 3.17 V.
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quantities. However, when working with ultrathin plastic
substrates less than 10 μm, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-
styrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) is often used instead of ITO,
despite its lower conductivity and limited long-term stability.[15,17]

This is most likely due to the difficulties encountered when
attempting to fabricate ITO films on ultrathin plastic substrates.
Indeed, we confirmed that ultrathin plastic substrates deform
when ITO layers are deposited by conventional magnetron sput-
tering and that this resulted in very poor solar cell performance.

In the present work, which has been ongoing for several
years,[18] we show that deformation-free ITO-coated 4 μm PEN
substrates can be obtained by sequentially growing amorphous
and crystalline ITO layers in a bilayer structure combining differ-
ent thicknesses of amorphous and crystalline ITO layers chosen to
minimize the internal stress. The bilayer films are confirmed to
have high transparency and good electrical conductivity. The utility
of stress compensation was recently confirmed by U. Kim et al.,
who were able to reduce internal stress in PEN/ITO films by apply-
ing a layer of AlOx to the opposite surface of the PEN film.[19]

Our deformation-free, optimized bilayer ITO enabled the fabri-
cation of high-performance ultrathin, flexible perovskite solar cells
and modules: Under AM1.5G simulated solar irradiation the max-
imum PCE of the solar cells was 18.2% while the power-to-weight
ratio of the solar cells reached 24W g�1. High efficiency was
retained under ambient light, an important consideration for inter-
net-of-things applications: The PCE, when operated under a white
LED (5000 K) at 200 lx, reached 28.3%. Picosecond laser scribing
(532 nm and 0.1–0.3W) enabled the fabrication of 3-cell modules
with a designated area of 2.3 cm2 on fragile ultrathin PEN films.
The maximum power output of the module under AM1.5G was
28.1mW, with a Voc of 3.17 V—exceeding 1 V cell�1 and sufficient
to power a small LED.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. ITO Layers Characterization

Highly crystalline ITO layers are desirable for electronic device
applications as they generally have the highest electrical

conductivity and optical transparency.[20] When growing ITO
films by sputter deposition, high crystallinity can be assured
by maintaining the substrate at an elevated temperature. ITO
layers with good crystallinity (ITO-C) could be readily fabricated
by increasing the substrate temperature to 150 °C and reducing
the chamber pressure to 0.1 Pa.[21,22] As the temperature of the
plastic substrates cannot exceed 150 °C, a relatively low chamber
pressure was needed to achieve suitably high crystallinity. As a
result of sputtering at such low pressure, however, the ITO films
develop high negative internal stress, a phenomenon known as
the peening effect.[23,24] In contrast, amorphous ITO (ITO-A),
which could be prepared by sputtering at room temperature with
a chamber pressure of 5 Pa, is known to have positive internal
stress.[25] Confirmation of the crystallinity and morphology of
the crystalline and amorphous ITO layers on glass substrates
is given in Figure S1, Supporting Information.

As illustrated in Figure 1a, based on a simple geometric model
we can anticipate minimal deformation of the ultrathin film sub-
strates when the sum of the positive and negative internal
stresses in the ITO-A/ITO-C bilayer is close to zero. As the inter-
nal stress is proportional to the film thickness, the opposing
forces in the bilayer can be balanced out by simply varying
the thickness ratio of the ITO-A and ITO-C layers. In addition
to internal stress, however, other properties of the bilayer film
relevant to its function as the transparent electrode such as opti-
cal transparency and electrical conductivity must also be taken
into consideration. Most importantly, ITO-A is not an effective
electrode material due to its poor conductivity. ITO-C should
be as thick as possible to minimize resistive losses, while the
overall thickness of the bilayer should be as thin as possible
to maximize optical transparency.

The internal stress of a coating film, σf, can be estimated from
the radius of substrate curvature using Stoney’s equation[26,27]

σf ¼
Est2s

6ð1� vcÞtfR
(1)

where Es is Young’s modulus of the substrate, ts is the thickness
of the substrate, νc is Poisson’s ratio of the substrate, R is the

Figure 1. A method for fabricating deformation-free indium tin oxide electrodes on ultrathin films. a) Schematic illustration of the effects of positive and
negative internal stress in sputtered ITO layers. b) Variation in internal stress as the thickness of the ITO-A layer is increased, for a constant ITO-C
overlayer thickness of 150 nm.
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radius of curvature of the substrate, and tf is the film thickness
(see Figure S2, Supporting Information, for details). The model
is valid for tf<< ts, a condition that is not fulfilled for ITO layers
on ultrathin PEN. The internal stress of the ITO on ultrathin PEN
was therefore estimated from values obtained for ITO layers
deposited on 50 μm-thick glass substrates. The curvature of
the glass substrate was measured before and after the deposition
of the ITO layers, and the difference in curvature was used as the
value of R to calculate the internal stress using Equation (1).
Equation (1) only approximates the internal stress if the thermal
stress due to the differential coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of the substrate and ITO is sufficiently small to be
considered negligible.[28,29] Fortunately, the CTE of PEN
(1.03� 10�5 K�1), cover glass (0.72� 10�5 K�1), and ITO
(�1.02� 10�5 K�1) are similar.[30–33] The contributions from
thermal stress are therefore expected to be small for both the
PEN/ITO and glass/ITO systems. The crystallinity, film mor-
phology, and optical properties of the ITO films deposited on
PEN substrates (Figure S3, Supporting Information) are broadly
similar to those of ITO deposited on glass (see Figure S1 and S4,
Supporting Information). Therefore, we feel it is reasonable to
assume that the stress characteristics of the sputtered ITO layers
are primarily determined by the deposition parameters and are
largely independent of the substrate. Amorphous ITO layers
induced concave curvature in the glass substrates, while convex
curvature was induced in the glass substrates when crystalline
ITO layers were deposited (see Figure S5, Supporting
Information). The internal stress of 150 nm-thick single ITO-A
and ITO-C layers was found to beþ0.033 and�0.17 GPa, respec-
tively. Note that the conductivity of ITO-A at 67 S cm�1 was con-
firmed to be much lower than the ITO-C layer, which was
estimated at 2100 S cm�1. Parameters of ITO-A and ITO-C layers
are given in Table S1, Supporting Information. While the con-
ductivity of the ITO-C layer is lower than commercially available
glass/ITO (�5000 S cm�1) as a result of the temperature limita-
tions imposed on the sputtering process, it still exceeds that of
high conductivity PEDOT:PSS (�1000 S cm�1).[34] In principle,
we would therefore expect ITO-C to perform better than
PEDOT:PSS in device applications.

To determine how the balance of internal stress varied with
film thickness, the thickness of ITO-C was fixed at 150 nm
(the minimum thickness needed to maintain usefully high elec-
trical conductivity), while the thickness of the ITO-A underlayer
was varied from 0 to 200 nm. As shown in Figure 1b, the internal
stress decreased linearly as the ITO-A layer thickness was
increased, and approached zero at 200 nm. These measurements
reveal that the internal stress of the ITO bilayer can be signifi-
cantly modified by the thickness of ITO-A layers up to 125 nm.

The optical transmittance spectra of the ITO bilayers are shown
in Figure 2. The region from 400 to 800 nm for which the average
transmittance is calculated approximates the range of optical active
wavelengths of typical perovskite solar cells. While the transpar-
ency of the ITO films varied due to optical interference effects,
it is nevertheless clearly desirable to limit the total thickness to
200 nm or less to maximize transparency. On the other hand,
the thickness of the ITO-A layers should ideally be greater than
100 nm or more to fully mitigate the internal stress. Finally,
the thickness of ITO-C should be maximized to increase the elec-
trical conductance. These conflicting requirements make it

difficult to predict the best combination of film thickness for prac-
tical use. We therefore further refined the parameter space around
the nominal center values by varying the thickness of the ITO-C
layer slightly and adjusting the thickness of the ITO-A to keep the
total bilayer thickness constant at 200 nm. In Table 1, the internal
stress, optical transmittance, and layer conductivity are compared
for three ITO-A/ITO-C bilayers: 50/150, 75/125, and 100/100 nm.
As ITO-C is replaced with ITO-A in these bilayers, the internal
stress decreases at the expense of lower conductivity. As the optical
transparency for all three 200 nm bilayers remains above 82%, all
three were deemed potentially viable configurations. Therefore,
solar cell devices were prepared to evaluate the performance of
each bilayer directly.

Ultrathin film substrates were prepared with the three
optimized ITO bilayers in order to fabricate the perovskite solar
cells for testing and evaluation. To realize this, 4 μm PEN films
were mounted on rigid glass plates coated with an optically clear
adhesive (OCA). ITO-A and ITO-C layers were deposited on the
glass-backed PEN films using the sputter deposition parameters
given in Table S1, Supporting Information. As shown in
Figure 3, a 200 nm ITO-C layer grown directly on PEN causes

Figure 2. The optical transmittance spectra of ITO-A/ITO-C bilayers on
glass. The thickness of the ITO-C overlayer is fixed at 150 nm, while
the thickness of the ITO-A layer is varied between 0 and 200 nm. The aver-
age transmittance between 400 and 800 nm is indicated for each bilayer.

Table 1. Properties of three trial 200 nm ITO-A/ITO-C bilayer
compositions on glass substrates.

Thickness
(ITO-A) [nm]

Thickness
(ITO-C) [nm]

Internal stress
σf [GPa]

Average
transmittance,
Tavg.

a),b) [%]

Sheet resistance,
R [Ω sq�1]

50 150 �0.110 82.8 28

75 125 �0.056 82.2 33

100 100 þ0.023 82.1 38

a)UV–vis spectra are given in Figure S3, Supporting Information. b)Average
transmittance calculated for 400–800 nm bandwidth.
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significant wrinkling of the film, and solar cells prepared on the
wrinkled substrate were nonfunctional (see Figure S6,
Supporting Information). In contrast, the PEN films with
50/150, 75/125, or 100/100 nm ITO-A/ITO-C bilayers remained
smooth. When the total thickness of the ITO-A layer exceeded
50 nm, deformation-free films could be reliably prepared (see
Figure S7, Supporting Information). We note that wrinkles were
formed when the order in the bilayer was inverted and ITO-C was
grown directly on the PEN (see Figure S8, Supporting
Information). This is likely caused by the higher internal stress
present in the ITO-C layer, which induced irreversible deforma-
tion in the PEN films before the compensating ITO-A layer could
be applied.

2.2. Solar Cell Fabrication and Characterization

The deformation-free ITO layers were successfully applied to the
fabrication of ultrathin perovskite solar cells. The n–i–p cell
structure, illustrated in Figure 4a, is PEN (4000 nm)/ITO bilayer
(200 nm)/SnO2 (40 nm)/perovskite (500 nm)/Spiro-OMeTAD
(200 nm)/Au (80 nm). The thickness of the entire functional
solar cell is just over 5 μm. A triple cation perovskite,
Cs0.05FA0.80MA0.15PbI2.65Br0.35 (MA: methylammonium, FA:
formamidinium) with a bandgap of 1.57 eV, was used as the
active layer.[35]

The performance characteristics under AM1.5G for devices
prepared with 50/150, 75/125, or 100/100 nm ITO-A/ITO-C
bilayers are given in Figure 4b. For ease of handling, current–
voltage (J–V ) curves were measured with the devices still
attached to the glass backing plates. Removing the devices from
the backing plates did not materially influence the cell perfor-
mance (see Figure S10, Supporting Information). The statistical
variation of the device efficiencies is shown in Figure 4c. The
maximum (median, interquartile range) PCE for the solar cells
with 50/150, 75/125, and 100/100 nm ITO bilayers was 8.85%
(5.60%, 2.14%), 16.8% (15.0%, 4.60%), and 11.4% (7.52%,
5.65%), respectively. Of the three ITO bilayers, the combination
of 75 nm ITO-A with 125 nm ITO-C resulted in the best solar cell
performance. Its combination of low stress, high transparency,
and high conductivity is optimal for our device applications.

Next, the performance of the ultrathin perovskite solar cells
with this 75/125 nm ITO-A/ITO-C bilayer was further refined
by passivating the SnO2 transport layers with halide ions
(Cl� or F�) in order to enhance the Voc and to suppress the hys-
teresis of the J–V curves.[36–39] As shown in Figure 5a, after pas-
sivation of SnO2, the PCE of the champion cell reached 18.2%,
with Jsc of 22.0 mA cm�2, Voc of 1.09 V, and a fill factor (FF) of
0.76. The J–V curves have minimal hysteresis. 1000 s stabilized
power output (SPO) curves measured under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere are shown in Figure S11, Supporting Information. The
output power remained above 99% after 1000 s. The median
PCE was 15% and the statistical distribution of the PCE results
is shown in Figure S12, Supporting Information. The stability of
the devices was excellent, with the PCE of the devices remaining
essentially unchanged even after 1 year of dark storage under N2

atmosphere (shown in Figure S13, Supporting Information). The
performance is superior to comparable reports obtained with
PEDOT:PSS electrodes, largely due to the higher output vol-
tages.[12,14,15] Without the glass backing plate, the weight per unit
area is calculated to be 0.75mg cm�2. The power-to-weight ratio,
determined using only the active area of the devices, is 24W g�1.

The external quantum efficiency shown in Figure 5b remained
near 90% over most of the working spectral range of the cell,
confirming the high transparency of the ITO layer. The inte-
grated Jsc was 21.8mA cm�1, in good agreement with the J–V
measurements. The strong attenuation in the UV region is from
the absorption of the PEN substrate (see Figure S14, Supporting
Information).

Figure 3. Photographs of a 200 nm ITO-C single layer (left) and 100/
100 nm ITO-A/ITO-C bilayer (right) grown on 4 μm ultrathin PEN films,
mounted on 25mm� 25mm glass substrates. The visible deformation
of the 200 nm PEN/ITO-C system is avoided when the ITO-C layer is
replaced by the stress-compensated ITO-A/ITO-C bilayer.

Figure 4. Characteristics of ultrathin perovskite solar cells. a) Device structure of ultrathin perovskite solar cells. b) Current–voltage ( J–V ) curves of the
best-performing cells at 1 sun irradiation. Forward and reverse scans are shown in Figure S9, Supporting Information. c) Box plot showing the PCE for
three different ITO-A/ITO-C bilayers, each having a total thickness of 200 nm. More than 18 measurements were made for each bilayer system.
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The ultrathin devices were exceptionally robust toward
bending. This may be understood from the mechanics of the
bending relation, which inform us that for any given bend radius,
a reduction in substrate thickness will reduce the internal stress
generated on bending.[40] As shown in Figure 5c, 95% of the ini-
tial PCE is retained after 1000 bend cycles (1 mm radius) in ambi-
ent air (30% relative humidity). The polycrystalline perovskite
layers on the ultrathin film have superior mechanical durability
than comparable solar cells fabricated on thick films.[41,42]

Performance under low-intensity light is an important consid-
eration given the potential of ultrathin solar cells to power wear-
able and internet-of-things devices.[43,44] As shown in Figure 5d,
the optimized perovskite solar cells fabricated with 75/125 nm
ITO-A/ITO-C bilayers generated 15.8 μWcm�2 under a 200 lx

white LED (5000 K), resulting in a nominal PCE under indoor
light of 28.3%. Hysteresis remained negligible. The average
Jsc, Voc, and FF from the forward and reverse J–V scans reached
23.0 μA cm�2, 0.88 V, and 0.79, respectively. Solar cell perfor-
mance under low-intensity light is often dominated by leakage
currents through the perovskite layer.[45] The low-intensity light
performance of the ultrathin devices was notably superior to pre-
vious reports for flexible perovskite solar cells, mainly because of
the high FF, confirming our devices have exceptionally low leak-
age current.[43,46]

To demonstrate that these ITO bilayer films are also suitable
for practical applications, we prepared a 2.3 cm2 module
patterned as three series-connected cells. The module structure
is shown in Figure 6a and the module is also pictured in the inset

Figure 5. Characterization of the optimized ultrathin perovskite solar cells prepared with 75/125 nm ITO-A/ITO-C bilayers. a) J–V curves measured under
1 sun (AM1.5G), b) incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE), and c) bending test with a bending radius of 1 mm, and d) indoor light J–V
curves recorded at 200 lx using a white LED.

Figure 6. A 3-cell ultrathin perovskite module with a 75/125 nm ITO bilayer patterned using laser scribing. a) The device structure, indicating the
designated area and the P1, P2, and P3 scribe lines. b) Photograph of the freestanding ultrathin perovskite module powering a small signal LED.
Inset: The finished module before removal from the glass backing plate.
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of Figure 6b. Laser scribing is critical for successfully fabricating
perovskite solar cell modules on ultrathin films, as mechanical
scribing would easily damage the devices. Even with laser scrib-
ing, the laser energy must be kept low to avoid damaging the
module. Thermal energy transfer to the substrate was kept to
a minimum by controlling the pulse duration and spot size.
We used a picosecond laser to scribe patterns into the ITO layer
(P1, width 80 μm), perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD layers (P2, width
300 μm), and perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD/Au layers (P3, width
80 μm). This fine pattering resulted in a high geometric fill factor
of 91.1%. The cell structure was identical to the optimized
single-cell devices. From the current–voltage (I–V ) curves under
AM1.5G shown in Figure S15, Supporting Information, the Isc of
the module was 16.5mA, with Voc= 3.17 V (1.06 V cell�1), and
FF= 0.54. The PCE and maximum power were 12.3% and
28.1mW, respectively. The open-circuit voltage per cell is
comparable to the Voc of the single-cell devices, indicating that
recombination losses in the module remain low despite its more
complex fabrication. The high Voc is a clear advantage for driving
small electronic devices. As pictured in Figure 6b, the freestand-
ing module is operational and capable of driving a small
LED.

3. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that smooth, deformation-free ITO layers
can be effectively fabricated on ultrathin PEN films by combining
thin films of crystalline and amorphous ITO in a bilayer struc-
ture. Although amorphous ITO is of limited value as a transpar-
ent conducting oxide due to its low electrical conductivity, the
positive internal stress was found to effectively balance the nega-
tive internal stress of crystalline ITO, resulting in ITO bilayers
with low levels of total internal stress. ITO bilayers with a
75 nm amorphous layer and a 125 nm crystalline layer were
found to be optimal for solar cell applications, with a sheet
resistance of 33Ω sq�1 and an average optical transmittance
between 400 and 800 nm of 82%.

The deformation-free ITO films were successfully used to
fabricate ultrathin and highly flexible perovskite solar cells.
Under simulated sunlight, the PCE of the optimized ultrathin
solar cells reached 18.2%, with Jsc of 22.0 mA cm�2, Voc of
1.09 V, and an FF of 0.76. The devices were physically robust,
retaining 95% of the original PCE after 1000 bend cycles.
These devices are stable for over 1 year under an inert atmo-
sphere. Under a white LED with an illuminance of 200 lx to
simulate indoor lighting conditions, the PCE and FF were
28.3% and 0.79, a promising result showing the strong potential
of these cells for energy harvesting applications. 3-cell ultrathin
modules with a designated area of 2.3 cm2 were realized
using laser scribing through careful control of the pulse energies.
The output under AM1.5G was 28mW, with a corresponding
Voc of 3.17 V. The freestanding module successfully powered
a small LED.

The realization of deformation-free sputtered ITO on ultrathin
plastic films is an important technological advance, both for the
development of ultrathin perovskite solar cells and ultrathin flex-
ible electronic devices in general.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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